Want to work on something really awesome? Want to be the "smart cool gang" at RMIT open day? Then this is for you....

We are seeking a group of highly enthusiastic students to combine kinect (Xbox) with Lego mind storms robots such that we get a robot to start at the computer science front office and navigate its way to John's office (same level with a few walls to navigate around).

Sounds simple? Might be harder than you think. But let's give it a go. You need to be a good programmer who loves hands on work and be able to work in a team of 2-4.

Interested? Send me (John) an email with your student number and briefly why you would like to get involved straight away cause we don't have much time to open day (12th August) - johnt@rmit.edu.au

Some useful links for background :

Lego mind storms - http://mindstorms.lego.com

Kinect Robot Hack (MIT) - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2Gp3E7lwLRQ
Kinect-controlled LEGO MindStorms tribot - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HPLdbJg047Y
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